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INT. HOUSE - DAY

NICHELLE BAKER, 20s, a young black woman in a black tank top 
and canvas pants, sits in her bedroom and laces up her boots, 
then she stands and stares into her vanity mirror while she 
gathers her hair into a ponytail.

She opens a can of black grease paint and draws two sharp 
gridiron streaks under her eyes before hooking a black face 
mask on her ears. She smiles and it lights up her eyes.

Nichelle grabs her backpack and shuffles downstairs, but as 
she passes the kitchen, a man speaks.

THOMAS (O.S.)
Please, don’t go.

Nichelle hesitates and looks at THOMAS, 40s, her father, who 
sits alone at the kitchen table.

NICHELLE
You can’t expect me to sit here.

THOMAS
Please. I just want you to be safe. 
It will be curfew soon, and the 
police will be out in force.

NICHELLE
Good! We’ll see them out there. 
They need to know that it doesn’t 
matter how many of us they arrest, 
or kill, we’ll keep coming.

THOMAS
But, that group, those people, 
they’re just making it worse.

NICHELLE
They want their voices heard. I’m 
surprised at you. You marched with 
your parents during the civil 
rights movement.

THOMAS
Those marchers are burning down 
businesses and attacking people. 
That’s not the dream.

NICHELLE
The dream? Daddy, do you think this 
is the dream? Look at this.

Nichelle grabs an envelope off the counter.
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NICHELLE (CONT'D)
As long as we’re at the mercy of 
guys like this, we’re not free.

THOMAS
Nichelle, my debts have nothing to 
do with this.

NICHELLE
Of course it does! This place, 
“Lightning Loan,” is just one of a 
million invisible forms of control 
they use to keep us down.

Nichelle tears the envelope in half.

NICHELLE (CONT'D)
Payday loans, credit cards, bail 
bonds, lotteries-- there’s a liquor 
store on every corner of this 
neighborhood.

THOMAS
Let’s say you’re right, Nichelle. 
Will a riot will show anyone that 
we shouldn’t be controlled?

NICHELLE
We’re not rioting, we’re 
protesting.

THOMAS
Nichelle, you’re angry. You can’t 
lead like that. You can’t make 
positive change like that.

NICHELLE
Yes, I can. I’ll stand at the front 
of the march and everyone will see 
just how angry I am.

THOMAS
To show everyone that you’ll fight?

NICHELLE
To show that we won’t take it 
anymore. What they want is someone 
like you, someone who will just sit 
at home and take it. Well, I won’t 
take it!

A car horn honks outside. Nichelle holds eye contact with her 
father as she opens the front door and steps out.
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THOMAS
Be safe.

EXT. NEIGHBORHOOD - CONTINUOUS

A vehicle waits outside full of Nichelle’s friends, who are 
garbed similarly to her. ROSHAUN, 20, a handsome young man, 
sits in the driver’s seat.

ROSHAUN
Gonna lead the charge today, B?

NICHELLE
Of course. Who’s ready to do this?

Nichelle’s friends cheer.

NICHELLE (CONT'D)
No justice!

NICHELLE’S FRIENDS
No peace!

NICHELLE
No racist!

NICHELLE’S FRIENDS
Police!

NICHELLE
No justice!

NICHELLE’S FRIENDS
No peace!

Nichelle dances while she continues the chant.

PRE LAP - A thousand voices join the chant.

EXT. URBAN STREET - DAY

Nichelle marches among a thousand people, and her strong 
voice leads the chant as they make their way up the street. 
Most marchers wear black clothing, black face masks, and a 
few hold signs proclaiming their support of the movement.

Roshaun carries a large black flag adorned with a white fist.

Nichelle glances at the sidewalk as they pass. Men in 
tactical vests and bright red hats observe them intently.
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ROSHAUN
Hope they start something today.

NICHELLE
I hope they don’t.

ROSHAUN
Why not? It’s about time the world 
saw them for what they are.

NICHELLE
Everyone knows what they are.

The marchers grind to a halt. Nichelle moves to the front of 
the group and discovers a barrier of policemen preventing the 
march from advancing through an intersection.

POLICEMAN #1
(Over megaphone)

Please disperse. You are violating 
the mandatory curfew and 
demonstrating illegally.

The marchers grow agitated; a few shout and make rude 
gestures at the police.

POLICEMAN #1 (CONT'D)
If you do not disperse, you will be 
in violation of county statute and 
subject to prosecution.

Nichelle nods her head and turns to the marchers.

NICHELLE
Oh, we’re used to that, aren’t we? 
Prosecution and persecution.

The crowd cheers frequently while Nichelle speaks

NICHELLE (CONT'D)
We’re face to face with the 
instrument of society’s oppression.

MARCHER #1
Facists!

MARCHER #2
Black lives matter!
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NICHELLE
It’s their job to keep us from 
where we need to be, to keep us 
from marching right up to the 
people in charge and shouting in 
their ear.

Nichelle turns to the wall of cops.

NICHELLE (CONT'D)
You can block us, you can arrest 
us, you can kill us, but you cannot 
silence us! We will be right here!

Nichelle points to the camera phones several marchers hold.

NICHELLE (CONT'D)
The cameras are rolling. The whole 
world sees what you stand for.

MARCHER #1
Facists!

NICHELLE
No justice!

CROWD
No peace!

NICHELLE
No racist!

CROWD
Police!

NICHELLE
No justice!

CROWD
No peace!

Someone in the crowd throws a large rusted bolt, and it 
strikes an officer.

NICHELLE
No just-- Hey! Don’t do that!

The chant continues without her. Discordant shouts and 
insults ring out from among the marchers.

POLICEMAN #1 (O.S.)
(Over Megaphone)

Disperse, or we will respond!
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A marcher throws an aluminum water bottle at the police.

NICHELLE
Stop! Stop!

The intensity of the crowd continues to increase. The chant 
fades away while vulgarities and epithets directed toward the 
police increase in volume.

Nichelle locks eyes with POLICEMAN #2, a burly, intense 
officer who stares intently at her. He holds a shotgun.

Roshaun yanks Nichelle backward.

ROSHAUN
Nichelle! Get back from the front!

Many more people in the crowd throw objects at the police.

The police fire gas grenades into the crowd.

Chaos ensues. White gas covers the whole street and many of 
the marchers scatter. The police break their lines and start 
arresting marchers they catch.

A Molotov cocktail arcs through the air and bursts on the 
pavement with a gout of flame. Rioters shatter a storefront 
window. The reports of firearms echo in the air.

Running marchers jostle Nichelle, and she loses all 
orientation in the fog.

Roshaun tugs at Nichelle. Policeman #2 rushes directly for 
her and aims his gun at her. Nichelle puts her hands up. 

An officer grabs Roshaun and throws him to the ground. 
Roshaun drops his flag.

NICHELLE
I didn’t start this! I didn’t want 
any of this!

A firework explodes in the street nearby.

Nichelle and the officer stumble.

Nichelle turns and runs blindly away from the danger. The 
officer chases her for a few steps, but then sets his feet, 
aims, and fires his gun. Nichelle falls to the pavement.

Nichelle lies on the pavement for some seconds. The only 
thing in her field of view is a business untouched by the 
chaos. The sign reads “Lightning Loans.”
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She turns her head away and finds Roshaun’s black flag in the 
road, burning. A bright red bean bag rests on the pavement.

Policeman #2 kicks the bean bag away, steps over Nichelle’s 
prone body, and cuffs her. He lifts her from the ground and 
leads her off the street.

Nichelle stares at Roshaun’s burning flag as she walks.

Policeman #2 pushes Nichelle into a sitting position with the 
other marchers in handcuffs. Roshaun sits next to her.

ROSHAUN
You okay, B? Does it hurt?

NICHELLE
It hurts like shit.

ROSHAUN
Fucking pig.

NICHELLE
What were we doing here, Roshaun?

ROSHAUN
What do you mean? We’re speaking 
up. We’re making a difference.

Nichelle shakes her head.

NICHELLE
We’re not making a difference.

Rioters dance around a burning car.

NICHELLE (O.S.) (CONT'D)
We’ve beat our heads against this 
wall for hundreds of years, and 
what’ve we got to show for it?

A policeman maces an unthreatening young woman in the face.

NICHELLE (O.S.) (CONT'D)
Companies fronting our values when 
it’s convenient.

One of the men wearing a tactical vest and a red hat smirks 
and shakes his head as he observes the chaos.

NICHELLE (O.S.) (CONT'D)
Mandatory diversification in 
Hollywood movies.
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Roshaun’s flag burns in front of the pristine payday loan 
office.

NICHELLE (O.S.) (CONT'D)
Meanwhile, society goes on the way 
it always has.

Nichelle stares into the middle distance.

NICHELLE (CONT'D)
The house always wins.

ROSHAUN
Give it time. If we don’t give up, 
people will have to hear us.

NICHELLE
No. We’re just destroying 
ourselves. Why can’t we find a 
balance between order and freedom? 
What happened to the dream?

ROSHAUN
Don’t talk like that, B. We ain’t 
done, yet.

Policeman #2 walks over to Nichelle.

NICHELLE
I hope you’re right, Roshaun.

Policeman #2 lifts Nichelle to her feet and leads her to a 
police van.

ROSHAUN
Hey! You stay strong!
Don’t lose hope! We still strong!

The officer loads Nichelle into the last seat on the police 
van and she hangs her head, the light gone from her eyes, as 
the doors close on her.
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